
Single-tenant private cloud services

While shared server web hosting can be an economical 
option, it isn’t always the optimal solution for those who 
experience high traffic volumes. The best option for 
businesses who want better control, bandwidth and speed 
is a single-tenant, private cloud solution.

Flexential dedicated servers are ideal for businesses 
who want a cloud environment that is accessible only to 
them and not shared by other Flexential customers. Our 
dedicated servers can enhance the quality of the services 
delivered to your customers and reduce the time it takes 
to create and deploy new products and services to market.

Flexential dedicated servers are best suited for high-
performance, intensive-compute workloads, as well as 
simple web hosting in the following areas:

• Gaming
• Video streaming
• Healthcare
• Education
• Web hosting

Dedicated
servers

To learn more about Flexential services, contact us at
888.552.FLEX or sales@flexential.com

• OS installation and management

• Installation of Docker (if required)

• Hardware and database monitoring

• Flexential SysAdmin platform

• Managed IP bandwidth and firewall services

• Standard, select and premier service levels

• Minimize capital expense with no equipment 
purchases or upfront costs

• Reduce time and cost of infrastructure and 
hardware management

• Enhance security and performance with 100% 
uptime

• Customize each server with its own IP 
address

• Servers supported by Flexential experts

Features

Benefits

“Knowing that Flexential has our back and 
is there for us to make sure that our critical 
infrastructure is in place during the times 
that we need it is critical to us.”

Mike Schulze
Director of Communications and Sponsorships
Outback Bowl



Flexential helps organizations optimize IT transformation while simultaneously 
balancing cost, scalability, compliance and security. With a focus on building trusted 
relationships, providing valuable support and delivering tailored solutions and reliable 
performance, Flexential delivers colocation, connectivity, cloud, managed solutions 
and professional services to 4,200 customers across the U.S. and Canada. 
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Why Flexential dedicated servers? 
 
Flexible
A dedicated server allows you the flexibility to customize the server 
to your unique needs. Our experts will work with you to design 
and implement a successful application architecture, with fully 
customizable hardware, platform and software. You can even change 
the platform and operating system to manage different projects.

Secure
Dedicated servers provide more security, stability and reliability than 
shared hosting. Flexential continually monitors the server hardware 
and we are industry-certified and compliant with all relevant 
standards for data security. 

Reliable
You don’t have to worry about another business sapping resources 
from your server. Dedicated server hosting offers higher performance 
levels than shared environments since all the server’s resources are 
available to only your application. Flexential also provides you with 
a dedicated secure management connection so you can securely 
manage your environment when it’s convenient for you.


